
Salmo Bass Bug Lure Bluebird Bug BBB 
5,5cm

Salmo

Product number: SAL-BB-BBB-55

Lure from Salmo

9,49 €/Stück
Weight: 0.0265 kg
9,49 € * 9,49 €

Don’t let the unusual appearance fool you. This sophisticated wake bait is ideal for the shallows, where the 
big bass like to hang in cover. With its integrated weight transfer system known as the Salmo Infinity Cast 
System (SICS), you can cast the Bass Bug incredible distances, ideal for shallow wake fishing applications. 
The real secret to the Bass Bug however is its perfect balance and built in rattle which work under any 
retrieve speed you choose. Designed specifically to throw that picture-perfect wake while staying low 
enough in the water to not miss the lighter strikes, the Bass Bug is a beacon to hungry fish. While it was 
designed specifically for the Bass market, fisherman of all species have come to appreciate the fish catching 
ability of this versatile bait. Like all Salmo artisan fishing lures, the Bass Bug is hand crafted and painted by 
Salmo’s team in Europe. They are individually tank tested, and tuned by hand to ensure that your first cast is 
true, and each retrieve is perfect.
Available in a range of realistic and high contrast colors and Mustad KVD hooks, the Salmo Bass Bug is 
backed by the same Lifetime Warranty that has made Salmo a trusted leader in crankbaits for over 25 years.

In the Salmo line-up since 2016
Lure type: surface crankbait (wakebait)
One size 5.5cm
Floating (FL)
Available in a natural or modernistic colour patterns
Salmo Infinity Cast System (SICS)
3D eyes
Internal rattles
High-Impact Plastic (HIP) construction
Ultrasonic Body Welding (UBW)
Individually Hand Tuned & Tank Tested
Mustad KVD hook



Rasco split rings (made in USA)
Proudly made in Poland

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=7edc03db489631e3f4016d3dd3ae26cf

